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Enrich your environment

Layout Workwall

As part of the Layout family, Workwall benefits from our wealth of 
knowledge and skill in producing systems furniture which started 
with the revolutionary Action Office system in 1968. Use Workwall  
to create welcoming private offices with storage and display space 
which complement the desking. 

Used in meeting rooms, Workwall can include integrated technology 
to support presentations and collaboration. In open plan settings, 
Workwall can be used as a way of integrating additional storage 
space into the landscape.



With a flexible range of materials and colour options, Workwall can be shaped to suit your needs, 

whether you choose a deep Walnut shade for a traditional and formal space, or a light and soft colour 

palette for more informal settings. 

Proudly on Display

Workwall transforms simple spaces into warm and welcoming  
private offices, practical meeting rooms or cosy havens. Use Workwall’s 
open shelves, or flat surfaces, to display reference material, team 
achievements or decorative items.

Workwall’s unique wall-mounted system also supports integrated 
power and technology allowing people to share digital content or 
connect with remote participants.

Part of the Family

The shared design with the rest of the Layout family enables  
Workwall to work in harmony with Layout Studio desks and  
meeting tables. A united aesthetic across the entire Layout family 
ensures Workwall enhances settings across the office landscape.  

Hidden from View

Use free-standing Workwall credenzas and wall hanging cupboards to 
keep things in order in meeting rooms, or to enable easy access to less 
frequently used reference items. Credenzas can be both integrated 
onto the Workwall or Layout Studio workstations. Their surfaces also 
offer an elegant place to display items and enhance a setting.

During closed-loop recycling wood  

waste is sent for reprocessing. The clean 

recycled wood is then used as part of the 

mix to make new particle board, which is 

then used to make more furniture, 

including Layout Workwall.


